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Overview of sessionOverview of session

UK Medicines Information (MI) networkUK Medicines Information (MI) network

Training junior hospital pharmacists in MITraining junior hospital pharmacists in MI
Objectives Objectives 
Ideas for learning activitiesIdeas for learning activities
Training Workbook and Training Workbook and MiCALMiCAL
Risks associated with training in MIRisks associated with training in MI
Strategies to minimise the risksStrategies to minimise the risks
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UK Medicines Information UK Medicines Information 
16 regional centres 16 regional centres 
supporting 250 local supporting 250 local 
centres across UKcentres across UK

Pharmacists and Pharmacists and 
technicianstechnicians

National strategy set by National strategy set by 
UKMi ExecutiveUKMi Executive

Support to primary and Support to primary and 
secondary care secondary care 
practitioners and patientspractitioners and patients
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UK Medicines InformationUK Medicines Information
Our rolesOur roles

Clinical enquiry answering Clinical enquiry answering 
•• Including some specialist services (e.g. pregnancy)Including some specialist services (e.g. pregnancy)

Managed entry of new medicinesManaged entry of new medicines
•• National and localNational and local

Quality assuranceQuality assurance
•• National standards for e.g. enquiry answeringNational standards for e.g. enquiry answering

Supporting other information providers Supporting other information providers 
•• e.g. e.g. ““NHS DirectNHS Direct””

National electronic Library for MedicinesNational electronic Library for Medicines (NeLM) (NeLM) 
ResearchResearch
TTrainingraining
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Clinical enquiry answeringClinical enquiry answering
Across UK, the service answers about half a Across UK, the service answers about half a 
million enquiries annually.million enquiries annually.

At Southampton:At Southampton:
94% are about individual patients.94% are about individual patients.
66% answered within 1 hour.66% answered within 1 hour.
50% from pharmacists.50% from pharmacists.
30% admin/dose; 17% choosing therapy; 30% admin/dose; 17% choosing therapy; 
15% interactions; 14% side effects.15% interactions; 14% side effects.
17% answered in writing.17% answered in writing.
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Our websitesOur websites

UKMi site UKMi site www.ukmi.nhs.ukwww.ukmi.nhs.uk
Our national standards and resources for Our national standards and resources for 
information pharmacists.information pharmacists.
Mostly free access.Mostly free access.

NeLM NeLM www.nelm.nhs.ukwww.nelm.nhs.uk
Information about medicines for professionals.Information about medicines for professionals.
Mostly free access.Mostly free access.
Can register for free daily news email.Can register for free daily news email.

http://www.ukmi.nhs.uk/
http://www.nelm.nhs.uk/
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Training UK hospital pharmacistsTraining UK hospital pharmacists
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Training UK hospital pharmacistsTraining UK hospital pharmacists

Four year undergraduate degree (MPharm)Four year undergraduate degree (MPharm)

One year preOne year pre--registration hospital placement registration hospital placement 
and examinationand examination

One to two year postOne to two year post--registration hospitalregistration hospital--based based 
rotation with further study and examinationsrotation with further study and examinations

UKMi standards aim to streamline UKMi standards aim to streamline training training 
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UKMi training standardsUKMi training standards
Standards apply to all hospitalStandards apply to all hospital--based prebased pre--reg reg 
and postand post--reg pharmacists (not undergraduates)reg pharmacists (not undergraduates)

Minimum of 4 weeks in MI (although in practice Minimum of 4 weeks in MI (although in practice 
usually longer)usually longer)
Appropriate supervisionAppropriate supervision
Assessed against competency standards Assessed against competency standards 
(RPSGB or UKMi Framework)(RPSGB or UKMi Framework)
Supported by the UKMi Training Workbook and Supported by the UKMi Training Workbook and 
MiCALMiCAL
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UKMi training aims and objectivesUKMi training aims and objectives

Overall aim of the training is to improve quality of Overall aim of the training is to improve quality of 
patient care and reduce risk patient care and reduce risk 

To ask all the correct questions when taking in an To ask all the correct questions when taking in an 
enquiryenquiry

To search for information from paper and electronic To search for information from paper and electronic 
sourcessources

To evaluate the information foundTo evaluate the information found

To communicate the answer to the enquiry clearly To communicate the answer to the enquiry clearly 
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Learning activitiesLearning activities

Handling Handling ‘‘realreal’’ enquiriesenquiries
UKMi Training Workbook UKMi Training Workbook 
MiCALMiCAL
Role playRole play
CoachingCoaching
Shadowing Shadowing 
MI team training sessionsMI team training sessions
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Developing the Training WorkbookDeveloping the Training Workbook

In 2002 existing training material In 2002 existing training material 
OutOut--ofof--date  date  
InadequateInadequate
Varied across the UKMi networkVaried across the UKMi network

New training material New training material 
Enable selfEnable self--directed learning and small group tutordirected learning and small group tutor--
led sessionsled sessions
Support preSupport pre--reg reg andand postpost--registration pharmacistsregistration pharmacists
Easy to updateEasy to update
Record of achievement/competence /feedbackRecord of achievement/competence /feedback
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Developing the Training WorkbookDeveloping the Training Workbook

Workbook paperWorkbook paper--based format (based format (cfcf computercomputer--
based programme)based programme)

Proposed structureProposed structure
4 introductory sections 4 introductory sections 
•• How to use the Workbook How to use the Workbook 
•• Structure of UKMiStructure of UKMi
•• Enquiry answering techniques Enquiry answering techniques 
•• Searching for information Searching for information 

20 tutorials on selected clinical enquiry types 20 tutorials on selected clinical enquiry types 
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Developing the Training WorkbookDeveloping the Training Workbook

Tutorials based around most common clinical Tutorials based around most common clinical 
enquiry themes including;enquiry themes including;

PregnancyPregnancy
BreastBreast--feedingfeeding
Drug interactionsDrug interactions
Adverse drug reactionsAdverse drug reactions
ParenteralParenteral drug drug 
compatibilitycompatibility
Drugs in liver disease Drugs in liver disease 
Drugs in renal diseaseDrugs in renal disease
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Developing the Training WorkbookDeveloping the Training Workbook

Most tutorials Most tutorials -- standard structure standard structure 
•• Essential background information about the Essential background information about the 

topictopic
•• Suggested questions to ask an enquirerSuggested questions to ask an enquirer
•• Suggested information resources to use Suggested information resources to use 
•• Exercises to test understanding (selfExercises to test understanding (self--

directed and tutordirected and tutor--led)led)
•• Real examples of questions and answersReal examples of questions and answers
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Using the Workbook in practiceUsing the Workbook in practice
UKMi training standards require;UKMi training standards require;

PrePre--reg pharmacists to complete first 7 tutorialsreg pharmacists to complete first 7 tutorials
PostPost--reg pharmacists to complete next 7 tutorialsreg pharmacists to complete next 7 tutorials

Students aim to complete 1Students aim to complete 1--2 tutorials weekly in the 2 tutorials weekly in the 
workplace either independently or in small groupsworkplace either independently or in small groups
Tutor gives feedback on exercises and answers traineesTutor gives feedback on exercises and answers trainees’’
questionsquestions
Supplement with real enquiries to support learningSupplement with real enquiries to support learning
Complete and document performance review against Complete and document performance review against 
agreed competency standardsagreed competency standards

Next edition of Workbook due 2009Next edition of Workbook due 2009
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Supplements to the WorkbookSupplements to the Workbook
Quick question guide (see handout)Quick question guide (see handout)

TutorTutor’’s Guide s Guide 
Support guide to training in MISupport guide to training in MI

•• Planning your time with traineesPlanning your time with trainees
•• Interacting with trainees and checking their workInteracting with trainees and checking their work
•• Suggested training programme Suggested training programme 

Covers common problem areasCovers common problem areas
•• Trainee doesnTrainee doesn’’t like answering the phonet like answering the phone
•• Too slowToo slow
•• Too confidentToo confident
•• DoesnDoesn’’t document enquiries properlyt document enquiries properly

Next edition due 2009, lead centre WessexNext edition due 2009, lead centre Wessex
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Medicines Information Computer Aided Medicines Information Computer Aided 
Learning (Learning (MiCALMiCAL))

Complements Training WorkbookComplements Training Workbook
Enables a blended learning approach (different learner Enables a blended learning approach (different learner 
styles)styles)

Content Content 
General MI knowledge and skills (critical appraisal, General MI knowledge and skills (critical appraisal, 
searching, writing and referencing)searching, writing and referencing)
26 additional practice enquiries to test questioning, 26 additional practice enquiries to test questioning, 
searching, appraisal and communicating the answersearching, appraisal and communicating the answer
MiDatabank TrainerMiDatabank Trainer
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MiCALMiCAL
Complements Training WorkbookComplements Training Workbook
Enables a blended learning approach (different learner Enables a blended learning approach (different learner 
styles)styles)

Content Content 
General MI knowledge and skills (critical appraisal, General MI knowledge and skills (critical appraisal, 
searching, writing and referencing)searching, writing and referencing)
26 additional practice enquiries to test questioning, 26 additional practice enquiries to test questioning, 
searching, appraisal and communicating the answersearching, appraisal and communicating the answer
MiDatabank TrainerMiDatabank Trainer

Next edition in 2009, lead centre Northwick Park, Next edition in 2009, lead centre Northwick Park, 
LondonLondon
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Training in MI: what are the risks?Training in MI: what are the risks?

Using enquiries about real patients Using enquiries about real patients 

Balance between minimising the risk and maximising the Balance between minimising the risk and maximising the 
traineetrainee’’s learning experiences learning experience

IRMIS report September 2008IRMIS report September 2008

‘Inadequate analysis and search combined with high workload, 
urgent deadlines and inexperienced staff answering 
enquiries, continue to be the most frequently occurring cause of 
errors. In some cases the reporter noted a lack of robust 
checking procedures or failure of the checking process as 
contributing to the error’. 
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Training in MI: what are the risks?Training in MI: what are the risks?

You are the MI pharmacist in charge of a busy You are the MI pharmacist in charge of a busy 
MI centre answering over 30 enquiries daily with MI centre answering over 30 enquiries daily with 
2 other experienced MI pharmacists2 other experienced MI pharmacists

You are responsible for 2 trainee pharmacists You are responsible for 2 trainee pharmacists 
who are halfway through their 6 week MI training who are halfway through their 6 week MI training 
programme and are starting to take enquiries programme and are starting to take enquiries 
over the telephone, undertake their own over the telephone, undertake their own 
research and evaluation, and communicate their research and evaluation, and communicate their 
answers back to enquirersanswers back to enquirers

Consider where errors may occur and what Consider where errors may occur and what 
strategies can be used to minimise riskstrategies can be used to minimise risk
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Risks associated with training in MIRisks associated with training in MI

Numerous and forever changing Numerous and forever changing 

Relate toRelate to
Receiving the enquiry Receiving the enquiry 
Undertaking the researchUndertaking the research
Evaluating the information and Evaluating the information and 
communicating the answercommunicating the answer
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Receiving the enquiryReceiving the enquiry
Minimising the risksMinimising the risks

Role play prior to receiving Role play prior to receiving ‘‘realreal’’ enquiries (Workbook and enquiries (Workbook and 
MiCALMiCAL))
Using the Quick Question GuideUsing the Quick Question Guide
MI pharmacist listens to the trainee receiving the call MI pharmacist listens to the trainee receiving the call 
(telephone technology, data protection)(telephone technology, data protection)
MI pharmacist checks that the enquiry is entered correctly MI pharmacist checks that the enquiry is entered correctly 
into MI Databank and countersigns itinto MI Databank and countersigns it
Timely feedback to the trainee on questioning skillsTimely feedback to the trainee on questioning skills
Ensure that traineeEnsure that trainee’’s clinical pharmacy knowledge is s clinical pharmacy knowledge is 
developed and maintaineddeveloped and maintained
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Undertaking the researchUndertaking the research
Some examplesSome examples……..

Incorrect/outIncorrect/out--ofof--date resources useddate resources used
Correct resources used incorrectly (i.e. not searched Correct resources used incorrectly (i.e. not searched 
properly)properly)
Insufficient resources used (i.e. conclusions drawn Insufficient resources used (i.e. conclusions drawn 
prematurely)prematurely)
Enquiry that is too complex allocated to the traineeEnquiry that is too complex allocated to the trainee
More than one MI pharmacist checking an individual More than one MI pharmacist checking an individual 
enquiryenquiry
Not being able to disregard irrelevant informationNot being able to disregard irrelevant information
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Undertaking the researchUndertaking the research

Minimising the risksMinimising the risks

Search strategies Search strategies 
Training in search techniques throughout placement Training in search techniques throughout placement 
(Workbook and (Workbook and MiCALMiCAL))
Ensure enquiries are suitable to be answered by trainees Ensure enquiries are suitable to be answered by trainees 
(MI pharmacist allocates appropriate enquiries) (MI pharmacist allocates appropriate enquiries) 
Very careful checking of enquiry and feedback to traineeVery careful checking of enquiry and feedback to trainee
Ensure the same MI pharmacist supervises the trainee Ensure the same MI pharmacist supervises the trainee 
throughout the whole enquiry if possible (saves time too)throughout the whole enquiry if possible (saves time too)
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Evaluating information and Evaluating information and 
communicating answerscommunicating answers

Some examplesSome examples……..

Incorrect interpretation of the information found Incorrect interpretation of the information found 
Not all the relevant points included in the final answerNot all the relevant points included in the final answer
Answer too complex to be communicated verbally (written Answer too complex to be communicated verbally (written 
answer may be more suitable)answer may be more suitable)
Answer communicated in inappropriate language (e.g. too Answer communicated in inappropriate language (e.g. too 
technical for a patient)technical for a patient)
Answer communicated incorrectlyAnswer communicated incorrectly
Trainee attempts to answer followTrainee attempts to answer follow--up questions aloneup questions alone
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Evaluating information and Evaluating information and 
communicating answerscommunicating answers
Minimising the risksMinimising the risks

Training on evaluation, especially information that is Training on evaluation, especially information that is 
conflictingconflicting
Training on how to prepare and communicate the answer Training on how to prepare and communicate the answer 
(role play, Workbook, (role play, Workbook, MiCALMiCAL))
Careful checking of answer by MI pharmacist before it is Careful checking of answer by MI pharmacist before it is 
communicatedcommunicated
FollowFollow--up questions anticipated and MI pharmacist and up questions anticipated and MI pharmacist and 
trainee agree boundariestrainee agree boundaries
MI pharmacist on hand to intervene in phone call if MI pharmacist on hand to intervene in phone call if 
necessarynecessary
Give answer in writing if complex/legal implicationsGive answer in writing if complex/legal implications
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Training in MI: minimising the risksTraining in MI: minimising the risks

Undertake Undertake regularregular risk assessment (risk assessment (proformaproforma
on UKMi website)on UKMi website)

Clear standard operating procedures (e.g. how Clear standard operating procedures (e.g. how 
traineestrainees’’ work is checked)work is checked)

Clear responsibility (trainees must have a Clear responsibility (trainees must have a 
named supervisor at all times)named supervisor at all times)

Learning from mistakesLearning from mistakes
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SummarySummary
Training in MITraining in MI

Challenging but rewardingChallenging but rewarding
Support tools and templates Support tools and templates 
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FinallyFinally……
We can all learn from each other!We can all learn from each other!

Maybe 1 or 2 pharmacists would like to work Maybe 1 or 2 pharmacists would like to work 
with us for a year?with us for a year?
Handout with our contact details if interested.Handout with our contact details if interested.

Any questions?Any questions?
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